Highly Potent

Rabbit Anti-(Mouse Lymphocyte) Sera and
Rabbit Anti-(Mouse Thymocyte) Sera

To meet the needs of investigators who require highly active immuno-suppression with low toxicity, this sera is now available. Each lot of anti-(lymphocyte) serum (ALS) and anti-(thymocyte) serum (ATS) is assayed by means of skin allograft survival and the assay results are enclosed with each shipment. A typical assay of Rabbit ATS showed a mean survival time (MST) of 24.2 days, while a typical assay of Rabbit ALS had not reached its MST even 33 days post-allotransplantation. Horse Anti-Mouse Lymphocyte Serum also provides significant immuno-suppression and is assayed in the same manner as Rabbit ALS. A typical assay showed a graft survival of 17.2 days (MST)
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Here is the first reference compendium that covers all the major human protozoal and helminthic diseases with clinical correlates. Using 910 magnificent photographs, the contributors give microscopic illustration of tissue response to the many diseases studied. All told, this book gives the pathologist a single source for study and diagnostic verification of these types of diseases, along with a good deal of added information about their carrying agents and treatment prognosis.

One of the world’s leading authorities on tropical diseases, Dr. Marcial-Rojas, prepared 10 chapters of the book. The remaining chapters were written by experts especially qualified to examine the pathology of particular disease strains. For the most part each author is writing about a disease he sees and treats on a daily basis.
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